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CULTURE & POLITICS (ZER0 BOOKS)

Borderlines
Daniel Melo
Through different facets of the U.S. immigration system, Borderlines explores how power and profit are
perpetuated by the divisions between migrant and citizen and the resulting dehumanization of
both. The familiar, heartbreaking stories of dangerous treks, migrant exploitation, asylum, family
separation and detention all have their roots in the material conditions of the dominant economic
system. Immigrants’ place in American democracy has long been intertwined with questions of cheap
labor and exploitation.
Zero Books; 2021-07-30; Emigration & Immigration/Human Rights/Labor & Industrial Relations;
Pb-9781789045062, $14.95/£10.99, 144pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789045079,
$12.99/£8.99.

The Ego And Its Hyperstate
Eliot Rosenstock
The Ego And Its Hyperstate is a unified theory of psychological and ethical egoism which posits selfinterest. The dialectical dream theory sets its sights against capitalist notions of the self-interest contra
the other, not simply with moralism, but with a more accurate analysis of the subject of self-interest
than has been provided by capitalists and anarchist theorists alike. Through the lens of psychoanalysis
and Hegelian dialectical logic, the process of self-interest as the ground of all human existence reveals
itself.
Zero Books; 2021-11-26; Individual Philosophers/Mental Health/Psychoanalysis; Pb-9781789045130,
$14.95/£9.99, 128pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789045147, $11.95/£7.99.

Hothouse Utopia
Ryan Gunderson
What is to be done when the future's already ablaze?
"The passage from radical theory to transformative practice may seem today more strewn with obstacles and
bereft of guideposts than ever before. And yet, as Ryan Gunderson urges in his unsentimental account of
‘hothouse utopianism,’ the challenges we face in pursuing it should not lead us down the opposite path to
quiescence and resignation." Martin Jay, Sidney Hellman Ehrman Professor Emeritus of History at
the University of California, Berkeley, and author of Reason After Its Eclipse: On Late Critical
Theory
Zero Books; 2021-10-29; Utopias/Political Economy/Social Theory; Pb-9781789047691, $21.95/£14.99,
216pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047707, $17.99/£11.99.

Famous for Fifteen People
John William Daniel Robinson
The life and songs of singer-songwriter Momus during his time at Creation records and beyond.
"I'm amazed at the quality of his work: it's teaching me things even I didn't know, or had forgotten! It's also
surprisingly funny. 2020 is a bit of a milestone year for Momus: my record about COVID-19, Vivid, is released
in July, on the same day as Farrar, Straus & Giroux publish Niche: A Memoir in Pastiche, my autobiography.
All this is kindling interest in my work as it's developed through four decades." Nicholas Currie (Momus)
Zero Books; 2021-10-29; Individual Composer & Musician/Pop Vocal/Lyrics; Pb-9781789047271,
$25.95/£16.99, 297pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047288, $20.99/£13.99.
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CULTURE & POLITICS (ZER0 BOOKS)

China, the USA and Capitalism's Last Crusade
William Briggs
As the sun rises on China and sets on America, the world holds its breath.
"A book that anyone concerned about the human future would do well to read. Written lucidly and rich in its
insights, it offers a distinctive interpretation of the US-China relationship, in many ways the defining
relationship of our time. His thought provoking yet dispassionate analysis is a welcome antidote to the now
fashionable but highly dangerous sport of China-bashing." Professor Joseph Camilleri, Emeritus
Professor of Politics at La Trobe University in Melbourne and one of Australia's leading
International Relations scholars and authors.
Zero Books; 2021-10-29; Comparative Politics/International Relations (General)/Political;
Pb-9781789047677, $19.95/£14.99, 264pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047684,
$16.99/£11.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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MIND BODY SPIRIT

Selected Letters
Nicholas Hagger
Nicholas Hagger’s literary, philosophical, historical and political writings are innovatory. He has set out
a new approach to literature that combines Romantic and Classical outlooks in a substantial literary
oeuvre of 2,000 poems including over 300 classical odes, two poetic epics, five verse plays, three
masques, two travelogues and 1,200 stories.
"How much William James would have supported all those who value the quality and range of a truly
comprehensive modern awareness as Nicholas Hagger does." Sir Laurens van der Post
O-BOOKS; 2021-10-29; Letters/LITERARY COLLECTIONS/PHILOSOPHY (General); Pb-9781846945892,
$57.95/£38.99, 984pp, 9x6inches / 230x150mm, Ebk-9781789044423, $28.99/£19.99.

Secrets of Angels on Earth
Allan J. Sweeney
Secrets of Angels on Earth is the first book to describe an earth angel’s journey from past lives,
reincarnation, and pregnancy, through child and adulthood, to life after death. It answers questions on
what is love, what is a soul mate, déjà vu, how to meditate, how to succeed with true love, and how to
be happy.
"This knowledge can help stress, fear, sadness, and reduce anger. Happiness, energy, relationships, and love
can increase." Professor Petruska Clarkson, author of The Therapeutic Relationship
O-BOOKS; 2021-07-30; Angels & Spirit Guides/Afterlife & Reincarnation/Spiritual; Pb-9781789041354,
$24.95/£14.99, 392pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789041361, $12.99/£7.99.

Coronation of King Charles, The
Nicholas Hagger
The Coronation of King Charles celebrates the coming Carolingian Age. The hope is that all the divisions
within the UK and problems of humankind will be resolved under a new democratic World State
working to abolish war, enforce disarmament, combat famine, disease and poverty, and solve the
world’s environmental and ecological problems of climate change and global warming; and that King
Charles, Head of a Commonwealth of 53 nation-states, will work to bring his humanitarian vision to all
the world’s nations.
O-BOOKS; 2021-11-26; Modern (General)/World (General)/Peace; Pb-9781789044768, $12.95/£7.99,
104pp, 9x6inches / 230x150mm, Ebk-9781789044775, $6.99/£3.99.

Healthy Fashion
Alyssa Couture
We all want more ways to feel and look healthy. Fashion can do just that, and Alyssa Couture is here to
show you how. There’s so much pain and suffering in the world, but fashion can be the tool to promote
and create healing, health, and overall balance and harmony.
"A book that passionately and comprehensively faces the issue of unhealthy fashion, and how it affects
humans' body and soul. Healthy fashion means healthy people, a great message for the future." Mikel
Guido Dolci, Founder and CEO of GreenFashionWeek
AYNI BOOKS; 2021-11-26; HEALTH & FITNESS (General)/Inspiration & Personal Growth/Fashion &
Accessories; Pb-9781789045932, $22.95/£14.99, 328pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789045949, $11.99/£7.99.
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MIND BODY SPIRIT

Where After
Mariel Forde Clarke
A journey that will compel readers to view life after death in a completely different way. Where do our
loved ones go after they die? This is the question that has traversed the universe for centuries and is
considered one of life’s greatest mysteries. No one book has been available to explore it all, until now.
"You have within your hands an exceptional, deeply healing book which I trust will touch many far and wide.
The whole book is imbued with a deep love and gentle compassion, which reflects the very essence of its
author who could not write the way she does unless she lived it." Pierre Pradervand, The Gentle Art of
Blessing
6th Books; 2021-08-27; Death, Grief, Bereavement/Grief & Loss/Afterlife & Reincarnation;
Pb-9781789046175, $18.95/£11.99, 216pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046182,
$9.99/£5.99.

I Ching Oracle, The
Timothy and Johanna Dowdle
The I Ching Oracle – A guide through the human maze is designed to help the reader find a way
through the complexities and challenges of everyday life.
For those who are familiar with the I Ching and have been consulting the oracle, this book offers new
methods for interpreting hexagrams with multiple moving lines and static hexagrams. These methods
have proven to give consistently clear and accurate answers to the authors' questions over many years
of consultations.
O-BOOKS; 2021-09-24; Inspiration & Personal Growth/Divination (General)/I Ching; Pb-9781789047042,
$20.95/£13.99, 264pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047059, $10.99/£6.99.

Good Grief
Shelley F. Knight
Delivering an eclectic blend of medical and spiritual observations and teachings, Good Grief: The A to Z
Approach of Modern Day Grief Healing addresses life as well as death, and provides a practical and
inspiring guidebook for your unique grief journey.
"Shelley delivers teachings on grief like no other. Her message is warm, compassionate and punctuated with
wonderful humour. Whatever is happening in the world, loss and grief are constants. Death ain’t going away
any time soon, which makes this book a must read for anyone with a heart." Taz Thornton, author of
Whispers from the Earth
O-BOOKS; 2021-09-24; Healing (General)/Death, Grief, Bereavement; Pb-9781789047332,
$20.95/£13.99, 264pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047349, $10.99/£6.99.

Empathy for the Devil
Jerry Hyde
In this three part book Sex, Drugs, and Rock and Roll, Hyde yet again plunges into sex, psychedelics,
hurricanes and heroes on a quest for the truth at all costs, exploring issues of paedophilia, plant
medicine, and community through narrative.
"Jerry Hyde is a unique human being, life experimenter, and psychotherapist. I greatly admire what he's been
doing, and his new work is a wonderful introduction to what makes him one of a kind." Luke Rhinehart
O-BOOKS; 2021-10-29; Motivational & Inspirational/Emotions/Good & Evil; Pb-9781789047318,
$13.95/£8.99, 160pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047325, $7.99/£4.99.
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MIND BODY SPIRIT

Earth is a School
William Wildblood
It can be hard to discern spiritual purpose behind the upheavals in many areas of contemporary life,
but it is there if one knows how to look.
"William Wildblood has a unique and admirable ability to set out spiritual ideas in a language that is
interesting, engaging, and easy to read. In this work, he proposes that our apparently imperfect world is the
ideal instrument for perfection of human souls. The book judiciously mixes Christianity, Buddhism, and
Wildblood’s own mystical experiences to make a lucid whole, and I thoroughly recommend it." Jonathan M.
Smith, PhD, Professor: Department of Geography, Texas
Axis Mundi Books; 2021-10-29; Spirituality/Christianity (General)/New Thought; Pb-9781789047912,
$18.95/£11.99, 208pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047929, $9.99/£5.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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PAGANISM

Pagan Portals - The Triple Goddess
Rachel Patterson
An updated approach for working with the Triple Goddess in modern times
The Triple Goddess has three facets: the maiden, the mother, and the crone. The Triple Goddess
represents many things such as birth, life, death and the phases of the moon, waxing, full and waning.
Whilst in the form we recognise it may well be a modern idea, it still gives a wonderful way of working
with the goddess and her phases, to help us evolve and understand our own pathway through life and
this journey can help you to embrace your own personal power.
Moon Books; 2021-11-26; Witchcraft/Occultism/Magick Studies; Pb-9781782790549, $10.95/£6.99,
128pp, 8.5 x 5.5inches / 216 x 140mm, Ebk-9781782790556, $5.99/£3.99.

Pagan Portals - Blodeuwedd
Jhenah Telyndru
A reclamation of the true nature of Blodeuwedd, a widely misunderstood Welsh Goddess.
"Jhenah Telyndru has succeeded in beautifully weaving the complex, paradoxical nature of one of Wales'
most beloved deities into a clear and inspirational work. Beautifully written with passion and devotion, this
book is as fragrantly delicious and divine as the flowers that went into the magical making of Blodeuwedd
...." Kristoffer Hughes, Head of the Anglesey Druid Order, author of From the Cauldron Born:
Exploring the magic of Welsh legend and Lore
Moon Books; 2021-07-30; Goddess Worship/Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Folklore & Mythology;
Pb-9781785352126, $10.95/£6.99, 136pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785359224,
$5.99/£3.99.

Practically Pagan - An Alternative Guide to Gardening
Elen Sentier
Practically Pagan - An Alternative Guide to Gardening takes the spooky out of alternative and keeps the
magic. Elen Sentier brings together, and expands on, recent scientific discoveries, and shows how close
they are to the old ways that were labelled as superstition in the 20th century. Sentier's writing is
accessible and opens up the down-to-earth practicalism of pagans as people of the land to all, for that's
what the word pagan means, 'of the land'. Sentier doesn't preach or proselytise folk to become pagan,
but brings to light how you've been thinking this way for years.
Moon Books; 2021-10-29; Sustainable Living/New Thought/Organic; Pb-9781789043730, $14.99/£8.99,
144pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789043747, $7.99/£4.99.

Practically Pagan - An Alternative Guide to Magical Living
Maria DeBlassie
This guide is full proverbial spells, daily conjurings, and mystical insights designed to help those in
search of a little more magic in their day to day life, no complicated spells, expensive accessories, or
experience required. That’s the thing about everyday magic: it’s always within reach, within the self, and
in the world. Only not in the way readers might normally think. It’s a less mumbling 'double double toil
and trouble' over a cauldron and trouble and a more cooking a delicious soup in a beloved cast iron
pot. It’s simple. It’s mundane. It’s magic!
Moon Books; 2021-09-24; Inspiration & Personal Growth/Magick Studies/Paganism & Neo-Paganism;
Pb-9781789044034, $14.95/£8.99, 128pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789044041,
$7.99/£4.99.
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PAGANISM

Looking Back on the Future
Chandra Sun Eagle
Looking Back on the Future takes the reader on a mystical journey into the Andean Cosmo-Vision, the 7
Saiwas, the ancient teachings of Andean spirituality and their relevance for our current world.
"Congratulations to Chandra for writing this book, which is full of resplendent nuggets of wisdom from a
people and culture that deserve getting to know better........" Javier Regueiro, plant medicine
maestro, author, certified massage therapist, rebirther, and avatar master
Moon Books; 2021-07-30; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Shamanism/Prayer & Spiritual;
Pb-9781789046588, $16.95/£10.99, 184pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046595,
$8.99/£5.99.

Brigit of Ireland Devotional, A
Mael Brigde
She is the gateway to inspiration, the eternal sparkling flame.
"Mael Brigde’s Sun Among Stars is an essential weaving together of poetic inspiration, personal experience,
and Brigit herself. Having read this book, you [will] have travelled along a pathway with the author, learning
about who this enigmatic and powerful goddess is not from cold facts but from the heart of someone who
has a strong connection to the source....." Morgan Daimler, bestselling author of The Morrigan
Moon Books; 2021-08-27; BODY, MIND & SPIRIT (General)/Devotional/Paganism & Neo-Paganism;
Pb-9781789046953, $22.95/£14.99, 336pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046960,
$11.99/£7.99.

Guide of Spirits, A
Chris Allaun
Learn the magick of energy healing for those on their sacred journey into the land of the
ancestors. This is a step-by-step 'how to' book to help every witch, healer, and shaman lend comfort
and compassion to the dying.
"A fascinating and in depth look at the active side of psychopomp work, this book will guide you through
understanding what this work entails and the basics of doing it. From supporting the dying to dealing with
haunted places, with an emphasis on healing, Chris Allaun's A Guide of Spirits is perfect for beginners or
more experienced practitioners." Morgan Daimler, author of Fairies: A Guide to the Celtic Fair Folk
Moon Books; 2021-09-24; Magick Studies/Angels & Spirit Guides/Afterlife & Reincarnation;
Pb-9781789046601, $16.95/£10.99, 224pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046618,
$8.99/£5.99.

Contemporary Witchcraft
Frances Billinghurst
Offers an alternative for the seeker who wishes to gain a deeper understanding of a more traditional
approach to the Craft.
"In her wonderful book Contemporary Witchcraft, Frances Billinghurst gives us a thoughtful, yet powerful
tome of the power and spirit of witchcraft. She gives us many magical techniques that will help us connect to
the elements, the spirits, and gods in order for us to walk a path of beauty upon the earth. Contemporary
Witchcraft is a tradition that has roots in the past but takes us on a modern journey into the evolution of
witchcraft. A must read!" Chris Allaun, Writer and Practicer of Magick and Healing
Moon Books; 2021-07-30; BODY, MIND & SPIRIT (General)/Wicca/Paganism & Neo-Paganism;
Pb-9781789046649, $20.95/£13.99, 264pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046656,
$10.99/£6.99.
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PAGANISM

Conform or Be Cast Out
Logan Albright
Everyone knows that being different is a good way to be unpopular, but what if you're so different that
people think you are an actual servant of evil?
"Human dignity can be universal. It's remarkable to me that we would need to restate these points, but we do,
which is precisely why Logan Albright's book is so essential. Albright's clarion call to recommit to fundamental
values strikes all the right notes." Jeffrey Tucker, American Institute for Economic Research
Moon Books; 2021-11-26; Occultism/Popular Culture/Folklore & Mythology; Pb-9781789048421,
$16.95/£10.99, 176pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048438, $8.99/£5.99.

Pagan Portals - Baba Yaga, Slavic Earth Goddess
Natalia Clarke
A unique perspective on working with Baba Yaga, Slavic Earth Goddess of mystery, intrigue and
ambiguity, through apprenticing into her magic.
"Natalia Clarke has drawn on her Siberian heritage and personal insights in this powerful piece to show us
how we might approach this powerful Goddess. This is a book for anyone drawn to dark Goddesses and
Crone Goddesses. It's also the first map I've seen that explores the forests in search of wild Gods who will not
make themselves comfortable in our homes or on our altars. It's groundbreaking stuff." Nimue Brown,
author of Pagan Portals - Spirituality Without Structure: The Power of finding your own path
Moon Books; 2021-12-10; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Celtic Spirituality/Russian & Former Soviet Union;
Pb-9781789048780, $10.95/£6.99, 104pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048797,
$5.99/£3.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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NON-FICTION

Magnificent, Rational, Strange
Ian Breckenridge
In Magnificent, Rational, Strange, you will take a voyage of discovery to explore the entire universe as
we know it today. Notice its magnificent rationality, its deep complexity, and some of the paradoxes
seemingly built into it. Ponder the strangeness of time and of vast numbers, black holes, Big Bangs, and
quantum dimensions.
What are our human origins? Are we alone in our mysterious uniqueness? Or are we part of a natural
pattern characteristic of this universe?
Iff Books; 2021-12-10; PHILOSOPHY (General)/Inspiration & Personal Growth/Motivational &
Inspirational; Pb-9781789042245, $15.95/£11.99, 168pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789042252, $13.99/£9.99.

Gallic Cooking-Pot, The
Marie-José Astre-Démoulin & Jan Abellan
Have you ever imagined that fabulous qualities could be hidden behind the moody exterior of the
French? No? Then you have not discovered their full beauty.
It will be revealed to you in this highly entertaining yet informative book. You will soon be proclaiming:
Vive la Différence!
"I absolutely love this book! It has been beautifully crafted. It educated and entertained me throughout. The
Gallic Cooking-Pot is such a witty and wonderfully woven gem of a book, and I would highly recommend it."
Liggy Webb, award-winning author and presenter
Business Books; 2021-09-24; Communication & Social Skills/BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
(General)/Multicultural Education; Pb-9781789046137, $14.95/£8.99, 136pp, 8.5x5.5inches /
216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046144, $7.99/£4.99.

Science Ideated
Bernardo Kastrup
Why it is increasingly evident that ideas, not matter, are the sole object of all sciences. Science Ideated
is the first concrete, persuasive intimation—and description—of an imminent historical shift in our
worldview, from 'scientific' materialism to analytic idealism.
The book brings together a number of highly influential essays previously published by major media
outlets such as Scientific American and the Institute of Art and Ideas.
Iff Books; 2021-08-27; Philosophy & Social Aspects/SCIENCE (General)/Metaphysics;
Pb-9781789046687, $25.95/£16.99, 272pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046694,
$20.99/£13.99.

Expanding Reality
Mario Beauregard
Reality is much more than the physical world before us.
"In Expanding Reality, neuroscientist Mario Beauregard presents the impressive body of scientific evidence
that our familiar materialistic model of the world is locked into a sadly outdated 19th-century philosophy.
Whether or not you agree with all his conclusions, this courageous book will challenge you to rethink how we
see ourselves and our world–and may help usher in a new scientific revolution." Bruce Greyson,
M.D. Carlson Professor Emeritus of Psychiatry & Neurobehavioral Sciences Division of
Perceptual Studies, University of Virginia Health System
Iff Books; 2021-11-26; SCIENCE (General)/Cognitive Science/BODY, MIND & SPIRIT (General);
Pb-9781789047257, $19.95/£12.99, 192pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047264,
$15.99/£10.99.
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NON-FICTION

Deceptive Brain, The
Robert L. Taylor M.D.
Preposterous as it sounds, we are not who we seem to be. Not even close.
At the heart of this misperception is our deep-seated conviction of free choice. Based on emerging
neurobehavioral science findings, The Deceptive Brain makes the case for human experience as a
narrative illusion—an executive summary of sorts—that emerges from an incredibly complex brain.
The Deceptive Brain drills down on what this finding means for the way we blame and punish, and
presents a bold alternative approach to criminal justice based on blameless responsibility.
Iff Books; 2021-10-29; Cognitive Neuroscience & Cognitive Neuropsychology/Cognitive Psychology &
Cognition/Cognitive Science; Pb-9781789047554, $17.95/£13.99, 232pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789047561, $15.99/£11.99.

Secrets to Successful Property Investment
Deborah Durbin
Written by journalist and property investor, Deborah Durbin, Secrets to Successful Property Investment
teaches you how to start your own successful property business.
Taken from her seven years' experience of knowing nothing about property investment to creating a
multimillion-pound property portfolio, this book will guide you step-by-step to creating your own
property empire.
Business Books; 2021-12-10; Investing/Business Development; Pb-9781789048186, $16.95/£10.99,
128pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048193, $13.99/£8.99.

Be Nimble
Marty Strong
Marty Strong's direct and compelling message is focused on business but in truth, its leadership tenets
are agnostic as to industry, marketplace, private or public setting. Be Nimble provides mentorship, tips,
tools, and useful examples to help drive home its valuable leadership insights.
"Having worked closely with Marty Strong as the leading investor and chairman of his board of directors, I
can attest to Marty living his 'Be Nimble' principles every day. Be Nimble will be required reading for all our
portfolio company executives." William Hayes, Co-founder & partner of private equity firm Mosaic
Capital Partners
Business Books; 2021-12-10; Conflict Resolution & Mediation/Leadership/Decision-Making & Problem
Solving; Pb-9781789048407, $21.95/£14.99, 224pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048414,
$17.99/£11.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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TRANSFORMATION

Way of the Rabbit, The
Mark Hawthorne
An affectionate history of nature’s most surprising species.
"Rabbits are everywhere and nowhere, often glimpsed but seldom seen for what and who they are. In The
Way of the Rabbit, Mark Hawthorne gracefully helps us see our small-bodied, big-eared co-voyagers in a new
light. If you love rabbits, he will deepen your understanding. If you don’t love rabbits—you soon will." Carl
Safina, author of Becoming Wild: How Animal Cultures Raise Families, Create Beauty, and
Achieve Peace
Changemakers Books; 2021-07-30; ; Pb-9781789047936, $17.95/£11.99, 232pp, 8.5x5.5inches /
216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047943, $14.99/£9.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Flying Springbok, The
Lionel Friedberg
A detailed history of one of the world's oldest airlines, and one that pioneered air travel between the
African continent and the rest of the world.
"This is a fascinating tale that covers not only the development of air travel between Southern Africa and the
rest of the world but also the too little-known evolution of the great, giant continent of Africa. The detailed
aspects on aircraft and the amazingly courageous characters who flew the planes is spellbinding. This is a
wonderful window on world history and is not to be missed." Captain Stuart Bird-Wilson, (retired),
British Special Air Services
Chronos Books; 2021-07-30; South (General)/History/Commercial; Pb-9781789046465, $35.95/£23.99,
536pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046472, $28.99/£19.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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CHRISTIANITY

Death, Where Is Your Sting?
Robert Reiss
Death, Where Is Your Sting? is about both the process of dying and the question of what, if anything,
happens after death.
"This reflective book shows with generosity and openness how an Anglican priest in the present day might
confront the reality of death on the basis of the accumulated theology and philosophy which we now find
upon our bookshelves. The author’s own search for an understanding that appears both realistic and faithful
gives life and character to the whole book and yields a particular attraction and value." Andrew Chandler.
Professor of Modern History, University of Chichester.
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-07-30; Afterlife & Reincarnation/Religious/Christianity (General);
Pb-9781789042474, $16.95/£10.99, 200pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789042481,
$8.95/£5.99.

Seeds of Silence
R. Melvin Keiser
"This book is destined to be a classic of Quaker theology and spirituality. A deep dive into the roots,
coherence, and originality of Quaker living, this text is a stunning articulation of what and how Quakers
believe. Keiser draws on recent philosophers and early Quaker authors to articulate the contemporary vitality
of Quaker insights regarding issues such as equality, interrelation, and mending creation. However, the
brilliance of the book is not ultimately educational but invitational." Rev. Dr. Shannon Craigo-Snell
Professor of Theology Louisville Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-11-26; Quaker/Spiritualism/Religious; Pb-9781789045499,
$22.95/£14.99, 320pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789045505, $11.99/£7.99.

Quaker Quicks - Hearing the Light
Rhiannon Grant
"Hearing the Light comes alive with Rhiannon Grant's love of language and her passion for Quakerism.
These blend together in an unusual and delightful introduction to Quaker practice. The reader is taken on a
rapid tour of the different meaning of key words to address the inward knowing of Friends. Her sense of
humor (such as a reminder that a piece of God is not the same as a piece of pie) helps explain this inward
dimension for those without a mystical bent." Margery Post Abbott, author of To Be Broken and
Tender: A Quaker Theology for Today, Historical Dictionary of the Friends, and Walk Humbly,
Serve Bold
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-09-24; Psychology of Religion/Theology/Quaker;
Pb-9781789045048, $10.95/£6.99, 80pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789045055, $5.99/£3.99.

Hope and Witness in Dangerous Times
J. Brent Bill
"In these troubling times it’s easy to feel 'I’m too insignificant to make a difference'. Brent Bill draws deeply on
age-old and modern Quaker insights to show how each of us how can find our own way forward from
hopelessness, and move through contemplation and onward into action. He suggests that effective
engagement in large and small issues needs to be based on faith, prayer and love of other people (yes, every
one of them!) And he firmly calls us to do something. As he says, "After all, if faith matters, it has to matter
now!" John Lampen, author of Quaker Roots and Branches
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-07-30; Quaker/Faith/Spiritualism; Pb-9781789046199,
$10.95/£6.99, 88pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046205, $5.99/£3.99.
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CHRISTIANITY

Bringing God Up to Date
John Hunt
Religion is an essential part of our humanity. We all follow some form of religion, in the original
meaning of the word. But organized religion establishes definitions, boundaries and hierarchies which
the founders would be amazed by. Should we bring God up to date?
"John Hunt is to liberal theology what Richard Dawkins is to evolutionary biology...a readable, thoughtful and
challenging work." Christian Marketplace
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-10-29; Theology/History/History; Pb-9781789047035,
$20.95/£14.99, 392pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048117, $12.99/£7.99.

Quaker Quicks - In Search of Stillness
Joanna Godfrey Wood
How can we find inner stillness in our lives today? What is it for and how can we use it?
"Joanna gives us a very helpful and meaningful exploration of Quaker ‘stillness’ along with an assortment of
exercises to take us along the meditative path. She also talks about the obstacles that can block the process. I
found her quote – ‘Explore who you really are rather than who you think you are’ very helpful and she
compares Quaker legendary writings on ‘stillness’." Isa Louise Levy | MA, Artist/Arts Psychotherapist
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-11-26; Theology/Quaker/Psychology of Religion;
Pb-9781789047073, $10.95/£6.99, 104pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047080,
$5.99/£3.99.

Nature's Sacrament
David C. McDuffie
Nature's Sacrament focuses on the religious and ecological significance of the evolutionary epic in an
effort to seamlessly connect the ecological value attributed as a part of an understanding of the
evolutionary connectedness of life on Earth, with the Divine grace understood to be present in
Christian sacramental worship.
"David McDuffie has focused on what must be the heart of Christian ecotheology - the nexus between Jesus
and the sacramental reality of the Earth. This book makes an important, timely, thoughtful contribution to
the growing conversation in this area." Rev. Fletcher Harper, Executive Director, GreenFaith
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-09-24; ; Pb-9781789047172, $14.95/£8.99, 136pp, 8.5x5.5inches /
216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047189, $7.99/£4.99.

Quaker Quicks - That Clear and Certain Sound
Pamela Haines
"This book is like a refreshing rain—a shower of meditations on life-lessons presented so deftly and gently by
the author that their true depth and breadth may at first be overlooked. Behind the clear and certain
language in which Pamela Haines’ voice comes across, lies a worldview deeply rooted in the Quaker ethos. Yet
her stories and reflections, and the questions she ponders, will resonate with all who work to bring the
healing of “right relationship” to the human world and to earth’s whole commonwealth of life." Keith
Helmuth | Author of Tracking Down Ecological guidance: Presence, Beauty, Survival
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-11-26; Quaker/Theology/Psychology of Religion;
Pb-9781789047653, $10.95/£6.99, 80pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047660, $5.99/£3.99.
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CHRISTIANITY

I Wonder: Mind-Freeing Encounters With God
Nathan Aaseng
"Nathan Aaseng asks the 'God questions' about which many of us wonder but rarely have the honesty to
explore. Weaving together story, life experience, science, humor, and hope, Aaseng stitches together a quilt of
Christianity that faithfully lifts up the God of grace and pointedly rejects the easy answers of popular religion.
With the heart of a pastor, the wit of a humorist, the eloquence of a bard, the clarity of a scientist, and the
depth of a theologian, the reader is led onto holy ground to see the God of mercy, justice, and love." Duane
Pederson, former Lutheran bishop and Visiting Professor at Yale Divinity School
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-11-26; BODY, MIND & SPIRIT (General)/Christianity
(General)/Christian Theology (General); Pb-9781789047776, $18.95/£11.99, 224pp, 8.5x5.5inches /
216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047783, $9.99/£5.99.

Church Going Gone
Brian Mountford
"Church Going Gone is the work of a man of great goodness, considerable stubbornness, and not a little
cunning. In the course of his life as a priest Mountford aroused enormous admiration not only for his liberal
stance but also for his personal qualities of kindness and open-mindedness, and for the imaginative (and
occasionally provocative) way in which he welcomed speakers from many different traditions to his church.
All his qualities are vividly present in this book, as well as a lively gift for scene-setting and character-drawing.
I enjoyed it enormously." Philip Pullman CBE, FRSL, author of the Dark Materials trilogy
Christian Alternative Books; 2021-10-29; Biblical Biography (General)/BODY, MIND & SPIRIT
(General)/BIOGRAPHY & AUTOBIOGRAPHY (General); Pb-9781789048124, $22.95/£14.99, 328pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048131, $11.95/£7.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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FICTION

Red Dress: A Novel
Bridget Finklaire
Katy is a stressed out career mum in her 40's, time-starved and disenchanted. She's forgotten who she
is, who she was and what makes her tick.
"Engaging, light-hearted and deeply touching, this book deals with universal themes: alienation, exploration
and the quest for reconciliation - with who you were, where you are and what you want to be." Jane Bailey
Bain, author of Lifeworks
Roundfire Books; 2021-07-30; Contemporary Women/Visionary & Metaphysical/Psychological;
Pb-9781785355608, $19.95/£13.99, 384pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785355615,
$7.99/£4.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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CHILDREN & YOUNG ADULT

Bea's Witch
Daniel Ingram-Brown
On the eve of her twelfth birthday, Beatrice Crosse runs away from her adoptive home only to
encounter the ghost of England's most famous prophetess. The witch offers her treasure, but can she
be trusted?
"Moving and Captivating. With the touch of a master craftsman, Daniel Ingram-Brown deftly interweaves a
realistic portrayal of adoption with a story of magical encounter." Dr Tom Dobson, Course Director at
Leeds Beckett University
Lodestone Books; 2021-07-30; Magical Realism/Adoption/Adoption; Pb-9781789046816, $13.95/£8.99,
168pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046823, $6.99/£3.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Zero Books
9781789045062

Borderlines

Daniel Melo

$14.95

£10.99

9781789045130

The Ego And Its Hyperstate

Eliot Rosenstock

$14.95

£9.99

9781789047691

Hothouse Utopia

Ryan Gunderson

$21.95

£14.99

9781789047271

Famous for Fifteen People

John William Daniel Robinson

$25.95

£16.99

9781789047677

China, the USA and Capitalism's Last Crusade

William Briggs

$19.95

£14.99

9781846945892

Selected Letters

Nicholas Hagger

$57.95

£38.99

9781789041354

Secrets of Angels on Earth

Allan J. Sweeney

$24.95

£14.99

9781789044768

Coronation of King Charles, The

Nicholas Hagger

$12.95

£7.99

Healthy Fashion

Alyssa Couture

$22.95

£14.99

Where After

Mariel Forde Clarke

$18.95

£11.99

9781789047042

I Ching Oracle, The

Timothy and Johanna Dowdle

$20.95

£13.99

9781789047332

Good Grief

Shelley F. Knight

$20.95

£13.99

9781789047318

Empathy for the Devil

Jerry Hyde

$13.95

£8.99

William Wildblood

$18.95

£11.99

Rachel Patterson

$10.95

£6.99

O-BOOKS

AYNI BOOKS
9781789045932

6th Books
9781789046175

O-BOOKS

Axis Mundi Books
9781789047912

Earth is a School

Moon Books
9781782790549
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9781785352126

Pagan Portals - Blodeuwedd

Jhenah Telyndru

$10.95

£6.99

9781789043730

Practically Pagan - An Alternative Guide to Gardening

Elen Sentier

$14.99

£8.99

9781789044034

Practically Pagan - An Alternative Guide to Magical Living

Maria DeBlassie

$14.95

£8.99

9781789046588

Looking Back on the Future

Chandra Sun Eagle

$16.95

£10.99

9781789046953

Brigit of Ireland Devotional, A

Mael Brigde

$22.95

£14.99

9781789046601

Guide of Spirits, A

Chris Allaun

$16.95

£10.99

9781789046649

Contemporary Witchcraft

Frances Billinghurst

$20.95

£13.99

9781789048421

Conform or Be Cast Out

Logan Albright

$16.95

£10.99

9781789048780

Pagan Portals - Baba Yaga, Slavic Earth Goddess

Natalia Clarke

$10.95

£6.99

Magnificent, Rational, Strange

Ian Breckenridge

$15.95

£11.99

Gallic Cooking-Pot, The

Marie-José Astre-Démoulin & Jan Abellan

$14.95

£8.99

9781789046687

Science Ideated

Bernardo Kastrup

$25.95

£16.99

9781789047257

Expanding Reality

Mario Beauregard

$19.95

£12.99

9781789047554

Deceptive Brain, The

Robert L. Taylor M.D.

$17.95

£13.99

Iff Books
9781789042245

Business Books
9781789046137

Iff Books

Business Books
9781789048186

Secrets to Successful Property Investment

Deborah Durbin

$16.95

£10.99

9781789048407

Be Nimble

Marty Strong

$21.95

£14.99

Mark Hawthorne

$17.95

£11.99

Changemakers Books
9781789047936

Way of the Rabbit, The

Chronos Books
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9781789046465

Flying Springbok, The

Lionel Friedberg

$35.95

£23.99

Christian Alternative Books
9781789042474

Death, Where Is Your Sting?

Robert Reiss

$16.95

£10.99

9781789045499

Seeds of Silence

R. Melvin Keiser

$22.95

£14.99

9781789045048

Quaker Quicks - Hearing the Light

Rhiannon Grant

$10.95

£6.99

9781789046199

Hope and Witness in Dangerous Times

J. Brent Bill

$10.95

£6.99

9781789047035

Bringing God Up to Date

John Hunt

$20.95

£14.99

9781789047073

Quaker Quicks - In Search of Stillness

Joanna Godfrey Wood

$10.95

£6.99

9781789047172

Nature's Sacrament

David C. McDuffie

$14.95

£8.99

9781789047653

Quaker Quicks - That Clear and Certain Sound

Pamela Haines

$10.95

£6.99

9781789047776

I Wonder: Mind-Freeing Encounters With God

Nathan Aaseng

$18.95

£11.99

9781789048124

Church Going Gone

Brian Mountford

$22.95

£14.99

Bridget Finklaire

$19.95

£13.99

Daniel Ingram-Brown

$13.95

£8.99

Roundfire Books
9781785355608

Red Dress: A Novel

Lodestone Books
9781789046816
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DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION

Browse our catalogues and sign up to
newsletters at: www.johnhuntpublishing.com
All our books are available in print and ebook from our
distributors or through our sales teams:
American distribution:
NBN customercare@nbnbooks.com / 1 800 462 6420
US sales:
NBN sales team http://www.nbnbooks.com/booksellers/find-your-rep
Canada sales:
NBN Canada lpetriw@nbnbooks.com / 1 (416) 534-1660
UK and European distribution:
John Wiley & Sons Ltd customer@wiley.com / 44 1243 843291
UK sales:
Quantum quantumjames@btinternet.com / 01524 222512
Europe ex UK including Ireland sales:
Durnell Marketing orders@durnell.co.uk / 44 1892 544272
Asia sales:
Publishers International Marketing chris@pim-uk.com / 44 1202 896210
Australia:
Brumby Sunstate orders@brumbysunstate.com.au / 61 7 3255 5552
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